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Das Erbe is the story of a thoroughly bourgeois German family and its inextricable link, through recent German history, to the present. The word Erbe refers not only to the historically rooted burden carried by Georg Pilgramer, the youngest member of the family, a successful architect and the main character of the novel, but also to the historical nexus underlying the often contradictory social relationships of the GDR. The rather heavy-handed symbolism implicit in the family name of the main character is particularly suited to Schulz's narrative intention:
three generations of Pilgramers, all architects blessed with success and that easy social manner that often accompanies success, set out on journeys to conquer their society and achieve status and fame. The older Pilgramer arrives in Berlin in 1902, his son in 1924, and the younger Pilgramer, whose story provides the main focus of the novel, in the 1960s. Although Georg, a young man whose conscious experience has been moulded by a social order quite different than that experienced by his father and grandfather, is a convinced socialist and party member, he is nonetheless very much heir to the Pilgramer tradition of self-confident success. For Georg the question is not whether he will, like his grandfather and father before him, take his society by storm, but when. Yet unlike his consciously bourgeois grandfather, in whose care Georg has grown up, Georg is possessed of a social-political consciousness which leads him to view and evaluate his work in terms of its contribution to society.
Thus Georg rejects the notion, long cherished in his family, of architect-as-artist and opts for a job at a huge construction site where a power plant is being built.
Despite his lack of qualification, Georg is quickly able to impress the director of the site with his managerial abilities.
And, when the director is summoned to a new position, Georg is given control of the entire project. But under Georg's directorship personnel problems develop, he loses control of the gigantic mechanism placed in his hands. As a result of Georg's shortcomings, a building collapses, killing two workers. In the ensuing investigation it becomes clear that Georg will be held legally responsible for the deaths, that he will be prosecuted, jailed and excluded from future highlevel positions.
Thus Georg fails in his symbolic pilgrimage.
This skeletal plot summary of course omits the rich detail of interpersonal and social-institutional relationships developed in this carefully crafted novel. The surface action of the plot takes place in a field of tension created by the clash of the older Pilgramer's consciously middle-class sentiments with Georg's socialist convictions . But despite his views, the grandfather is a thoroughly positive character in this novel so full of unresolved contradictions.
And this is perhaps the most attractive aspect of Schulz's tale.
His characters are real, multidimensional human beings living in a world permeated with conflicts and contradictions, many of which find no solution.
Thus Schulz's novel, on the surface a typical GDR Betriebsroman. offers insight into forces of social change at work in GDR society today. 
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